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PMOD Cardiac MR Modeling Tool
Cardiac Perfusion MR
Perfusion assessment by cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) is clinically applied for the detection
of coronary artery disease. The standard method uses the injection of a contrast agent bolus and
dynamic imaging while the bolus passes the myocardium. The contrast agent enhances the MR
signal of blood so that tissue with reduced perfusion appears darker than well-perfused tissue.
Today’s analysis of first-pass CMR images is a manual, interactive process resulting in relative
scores such as "normal", "probably normal", "probably abnormal" or "abnormal". An overall
perfusion score and scores related to the vascular territories are derived from the scores assigned
to 16 standard segments. Although the use of such scores is a proven clinical method, CMR image
analysis is time-consuming, not fully objective, and definitely requires expert readers.
Quantification of Cardiac Perfusion MR
The principle of CMR is similar to the use of tracers in PET, but involves complications due to the
facts that the MRI signal is not always proportional to the contrast agent concentration, and that the
MR acquisition is not volumetric. For more than a decade, researchers have worked on solving
these problems and have recently approached truly quantitative, high-resolution perfusion CMR.
These new solutions will broaden the applicability of CMR and bring added value to patients with
globally reduced perfusion by multi-vessel obstruction or micro-vascular disease, which cannot be
detected by a qualitative evaluation.
Cardiac MR Modeling with PCARDM
PMOD’s PCARDM tool is a joint development by PMOD Technologies and the CMR research
group of ETH Zurich, Switzerland. It combines PMOD’s long-standing modeling expertise with
ETH’s leading-edge MR methodology in a comprehensive package for qualitative and quantitative
CMR image analysis. Using PCARDM, researchers in the field of CMR may apply the state-of-the
art perfusion quantification approaches to their data and compare them with the standard
qualitative outcome or an external gold standard. The PCARDM tool is most useful when bundled
with accelerated MR acquisition sequences, whereby the full extent of the heart can be imaged in a
single breath hold [1]. Currently, such a unique bundle is offered by GyroTools LLC for Philips MR
research sites.

1.1

Requirements
The PCARDM tool requires gadolinium first-pass CMR images. As of now, full quantification is only
supported for specific Philips MR acquisition sequences and dedicated reconstructions, which can
be obtained from GyroTools (www.gyrotools.com). The MR acquisitions required for fully
quantitative CMR include:
§

Dynamic gadolinium first-pass scan: A 3D k-t PCA sequence which is able to acquire
volumetric contrast images covering the entire left ventricle within a breath hold of 20 seconds.
Taking into account ECG triggers, contrast images can be reconstructed which are practically
devoid of motion. It is recommended setting ECG-triggering to end-systole. This minimizes
heart motion and the myocardium is thickest due to the contraction. The images should be
acquired in short axis orientation and loaded such that the apex appears to the left (first slice).

§

B1 scan (COCA): A volumetric sequence allowing the assessment of the B1 field
inhomogeneity of the surface coils. This scan can be omitted if the B1 field across the heart is
sufficiently homogeneous.

§

T1 scan: A single-slice sequence measuring the global T1 relaxation time in the blood pool and
the myocardium in a mid-ventricular slice using four time points. It is applied for converting the
MR signal to contrast agent concentration. This scan can be omitted if the relation between
contrast agent concentration and MR signal is linear.
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Only a partial analysis can be performed with the images from classic gadolinium first-pass CMR
sequences available on current clinical scanners. These acquisitions are longer, subject to
breathing motion, and provide only 3 slice images at representative levels of the left ventricle.

1.2

User Interface
Starting the PCARDM Tool
The PCARDM tool is started with the Cardiac MRI&#160;button from the PMOD ToolBox

or by directly dragging image files onto the above button.
The user interface of PCARDM consists of four pages which can be selected by tabs:
1. DB Load page: This page is only available when using PMOD databases.
2. Stress (Perfusion) page: Page for the step-wise analysis of the stress scan.
3. Rest (Perfusion) page: Same page as for the stress scan, but for analyzing the rest scan.
Definitions resulting from the stress analysis can be used as initial settings to be improved.
4. Scores (Qualitative) page: Page for interactively assigning visual scores to the heart sectors.

These pages is described in separate sections of this guide.
Step-Wise Processing
Flow quantification on the Stress (Perfusion) and Rest (Perfusion) pages is organized by a
stepwise progression towards the end result. On each processing stage the user has to take some
action such as data loading, heart sector definition, or kinetic modeling and then start the next
processing step with the red action button located in the lower right. As soon as the result is
calculated, it will be shown on the next page representing the new processing stage. The cascade
of stages is available by the selection area in the upper right.
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It conveniently allows inspecting the results of prior stages without initiating any calculations. To
repeat a calculation with modified parameters, the action button in the lower right has to be
activated again. The idea is to first fully process stress data, and then the rest data.
Convenience Buttons
Next to the action button is an area with two or three buttons

offering the following functions:
Hide the parameters panel to free some space in the user interface. With
the panel hidden, the icon changes to . When this button is activated, the
panel is shown again.
Button to copy the definitions specified on the Stress (Perfusion) page to
the Rest (Perfusion) page. The idea is that the analysis is first performed
with the stress data, and then the stress definitions are adjusted to the rest
images.
Display help information for the current page.
Protocols
PCARDM allows saving the final processing configuration as a protocol. Such a protocol includes
definition of the input data as well as the parameters of the different processing stages. It is
advised saving a protocol after every completed data processing, so that at any later time the
configuration can be retrieved, verified and modified to try variations of the processing parameters.
Configurations
The PCARDMR tool can be configured according to user preferences in a dialog window as
illustrated below.

The Heart orientation configuration is important. It should be configured in such a way, that the
apex appears as the first slice after loading, i.e. as the leftmost image in the display. Please make
sure that when loading images of a new study type that this requirement is met.
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1.3

Documentation
The PCARDM tool is based on a range of functionality from the PMOD environment which are not
explained in this documentation. Please refer to the
§

PMOD Base Functionality Guide for information related to data loading, image viewing,
volume-of-interest (VOI) definition, statistics, results aggregation, and the

§

PMOD Kinetic Modeling Tool Guide for information regarding the fitting of models to measured
time-concentration curves.
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Methodology Overview
In PCARDM, left ventricular perfusion is quantified by the following steps:
§

Loading of the dynamic perfusion series. Here it is important that the acquisition timing
information is correctly interpreted, because otherwise modeling will not provide correct results.

§

Interactive cropping of the heart volume from the surrounding tissue.

§

Loading of the B1 correction map (COCA) and correction of the perfusion signal (optional).

§

Interactive definition of the left ventricle segments in all slices of the left ventricle.

§

Interactive definition of a representative blood volume in the center of the left ventricular (LV)
cavity.

§

Calculation of the average MR signal curves in the LV segments and the LV cavity.

§

Loading of the T1 series and geometric interpolation to the perfusion scan (optional).
·

Calculation of the average T1 in the LV segments and the cavity.

·

Conversion of the signal curves to contrast concentration.

·

Optional concentration curve filtering and baseline correction.

§

Quantification of the segmental concentration curves by one of the available methods, using
the LV cavity contrast concentration as the arterial input function. The result is a segmental
perfusion value in [ml/min/g] per segment.

§

Calculation of the segmental coronary perfusion reserves.

§

Documentation of the outcome in comprehensive reports.

§

Saving of all configurations in a protocol so that the data analysis can be exactly reproduced
and examined any time later.
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Data Processing
Stress and rest studies are processed sequentially on different pages, whereby the user is guided
in a step-by-step manner. Please start on the Stress (Perfusion) page to first completely process
the stress scan. The rest scan will subsequently be processed in exactly the same way.

3.1

Input Data

3.1.1

Image Loading
If the MR perfusion data resides in a PMOD database, it can be loaded from the DB Load page as
illustrated below. It is important that the stress scan is in the first row of the Selected for loading
area so that the images end up on the proper page.

Alternatively, the images can be loaded directly from the Stress (Perfusion) page using the Load
button which can be configured to the appropriate format using the arrow button indicated below.

It is important that the timing of the sequence is correctly interpreted and that the first scan starts at
time zero. Therefore, please inspect the time axis of curve area which should start with a value
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close to zero. It is not exactly zero, because the signal curve is plotted using the mid-time of the
scans. The value of 1 sec in the illustration below is the mid-time of the first acquisition starting at
time zero end ending after 2 seconds.

The timing can be inspected and corrected in the Edit Time window. To this end use the
information button and in the appearing information window activate the Edit Time button.

Note the Offset to zero button for correcting a constant time offset. Alternatively, the times can be
manually edited or loaded from a file with Retrieve Time.
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3.1.2

Data Cropping
The data should be cropped in two ways:
1. spatially, to remove signal remote to the heart, and
2. in the time domain, to only include proper first-pass signal.

Heart Cropping
If the In box is checked, a square is shown in the images which should be centered on the left
ventricle. To do so, just click into the center of the cavity. Verify that all slices of the LV are within
the box by moving the slices slider left/right. If the box is too tight, a bigger size can be selected
from the size list. Note that the motion of the heart during the acquisition can be inspected by
moving the times slider. Ideally, motion due to respiration is only minimal.
Time Range
The time range of the data used for the perfusion quantification should be restricted to the firstpass phase. The initial part is removed to avoid a signal bump or other erroneous signal
contributions specifically for kt-PCA reconstructed data due to the temporal correlations included in
the reconstruction process. It is particularly important to avoid late signal with recirculating contrast
agent. The start and end times can be specified numerically in the Time range section.
Alternatively, corresponding markers can be dragged directly in the curve area as indicated above.

3.1.3

Data Correction
Motion Correction
Cardiac MRI data are acquired with ECG-gating and ideally during a single breath hold. In this
case motion should only be minimal. However, if the user detects that the heart is not still, then he
can try correcting it. To this end the Motion corr box needs to be checked.
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Motion correction can be restricted to a part of the sequence (e.g. the late part) by the In Range
box. With this box a blue shaded range appears in the curve area which can be adjusted to the
affected acquisition phase by dragging the edges. The motion correction algorithm operates in 2D
or 3D mode. 2D will only look for in-plane motion, while 3D also allows vertical motion.
Inhomogeneity Correction (COCA)
Ideally, the scan sequence includes an acquisition for measuring the B1-field inhomogeneity in the
area of the heart. With the dedicated scan sequence provided by Gyrotools this scan is called 3D
COCA. In this case the Inhomogeneity correction box should be enabled.
Please activate the Get Heart Box action button to start the corrections. If Inhomogeneity
correction is enabled, a window will open in the course of the processing to select the COCA
scan.

3.2

Heart Segment Definition
The corrected data are shown on the SECTORS page. The task on this page is to define on each
acquired slice the sectors of the myocardium. The MR signal will be averaged in each segment
and used for the quantification of perfusion.

3.2.1

Overview of Myocardium Segmentations
There are several segmentation methods available in the Segmentation list:

Basically, three categories of segmentations can be distinguished.
Manual Segmentations with Marker Points along Myocardium Centerline
With these methods the user first has to manually place markers along the myocardium centerline
in all slices covering the left ventricular wall. The example below shows a volumetric acquisition
with 11 relevant slice images together with the defined markers.
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Based on these markers the segments for averaging the MR signal are derived as follows:
Poi By creating circular regions of interest at the location of each marker.
nts

Lin By connecting the markers by lines and sampling the pixels in a certain window along the
lines.
e

Elli By fitting an ellipse to the markers and sampling the pixels in a certain window along the
ps ellipse.
e

Note that the Line and Ellipse segmentations result in a well-defined number of segments per
slice which can be defined by the user, and for which the user has to manually define a starting
point.
Manual Segmentation with Epi/Endo Contours
This method requires the user to manually outline the outer boundary (epicardium) and inner
boundary (endocardium) of the left ventricular wall.
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In addition he has to define a divider line by marking the LV center and the location of the RV edge:

The Epi/Endo then divides the area between the two contours into a specified number of
segments, resulting in a segment definition as illustrated below.

Automatic Segmentation with Active Contours
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This method is experimental. It also requires markers along the centerline and tries to
automatically detect the epi-and endocardial boundaries. Please refer to the online ? for some
additional hints.

3.2.2

Sectoral Schemes
The generation of segments for the different segmentation schemes is driven by additional
configurations such as illustrated below for the Epi/Endo segmentation.

Configuration items:
§

6 Number of segments (N): The 360° of a full rotation will be divided into (N) equal angles. 6 is
the recommended setting.

§

Full box: If enabled, sectors with an angle (360°/N) will be used, otherwise (360°/N-20°)
creating gaps of 20°.

§

LV: Radius in pixels of the circular LV ROI representing contrast in the cavity.

§

Transmural: This setting allows subdividing the sectors in the radial direction in an attempt to
quantify the transmural perfusion gradient. The example illustrated below was obtained with 6
segments and 3 transmural sectors.

§

Linearity corr: If this box is enabled, the program will perform a correction as described
below 24 .

Segments Number
The selection for the segments number is illustrated below. It includes the division into 4, 6, 12, 24,
60 and 120 angular segments of decreasing size.
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The AHA 16 and AHA 17 selections are specific: they will apply 6 sectors in the basal and midcavity slices, and 4 sectors in the apical slices. AHA 17 includes as a 17th segment the apical cap.
These definitions can only be applied with at least 4 slices.

3.2.3

Epi/Endo Segmentation
The Epi/Endo segmentation is the recommended analysis methodology. It consists of three steps
which are described below.

3.2.3.1

Septal Angle Definition
The first step consists of defining in each relevant slice the center of the LV cavity and the edge of
the right ventricle.

Please proceed as described below and indicated in the illustration above by the numbers.
1. Switch on markers definition by activating the

button.

2. In each slice, first click into the LV center, then to the RV edge as illustrated.
3. Use the Slice slider to move to the next short-axis slices. Repeat markers placement, until all
slices are covered.
4. Use the Frame slider to change the image contrast.
5. Optionally, save the markers definition with the indicated button (9.). Note that the markers are
automatically saved if the data resides in a PMOD database.

3.2.3.2

Contour Definitions
The second step is the definition of the epi- and endocardial contours. It is started with the red
(indicating empty definition) button in the lower right.

A dialog window opens which shows one slice together with tools for the contour definition.
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Perform the contouring as follows:
1. Select the most basal slice with the slice slider (1.).
2. Optimize the image contrast for identifying the myocardium by changing the dynamic
acquisition (2.) or the upper threshold level (2.).
3. Select a contouring tool (3.): Add/Edit or Add/Edit snap to grid. The task with both tools is to
click along the boundaries. Add/Edit will generate straight lines between the clicked points,
whereas Add/Edit snap to grid generates staircase-like lines following the pixel edges. This
has the advantage that the pixels to be included are apparent.
4. Select the EPI contour by clicking into the VOIs list (4.) and click along the outer boundary.

Close the contour by holding down the Ctrl key and clicking.
5. Select the ENDO contour by clicking into the VOIs list and then click along the inner boundary.
Here it is very important to stay away for the contrast agent in the cavity, because a small
number of contrast pixels can distort the signal dramatically and result in erroneous perfusion
values.
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Close the contour by holding down the Ctrl key and clicking.
6. Verify that during the definition is appropriate for all dynamic acquisitions by moving the frame
slider (2.) and observing the placement of the contours on the myocardium.
7. If necessary adjust the contour shape using the hammer tool illustrated below. If the cursor is
moved over the image and the left mouse button pressed, a circle appears. It can be dragged
against the contour to shift the line edges.

8. Changes to the contours are delicate and sometimes a user may like to go back to a prior
definition. This can easily be achieved by the Undo/Redo buttons

After the definition has been completed for the first slice, repeat the definition sequence 1.-8. for
the next slice. In the end, when all relevant slices have been processed please save the contour
definitions for later use with the button indicated below.

Finally close the VOI editing window with the Ok button.

3.2.3.3

Segmentation Procedure
After closing the VOI definition window the segmentation is immediately started. It will use the
definition which was applied most recently.
The Epi/Endo segmentation configuration elements are illustrated below.
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Applying a Changed Configuration
Whenever one of the configurations items has changed, the Epi/Endo button has to be activated
again to start the new segmentation. It will open the VOI editing window with empty EPI and
ENDO, so that the initial contour definitions need to be loaded again.

3.2.4
3.2.4.1

Marker-based Segmentations: Points, Line, Ellipse
Marker Definition
For the Points, Line and Ellipse methods the user has to manually place markers into the LV
center, and all along the central line of the myocardium. This task is performed in the SECTORS
page of PCARDM.

Please proceed as follows:
1. Adjust the slices slider (1.) so that the first basal slice to be assessed appears to the left in the
image area.
2. Optimize the image contrast for identifying the myocardium by changing the time of the
dynamic acquisition (2.) or the upper threshold level (2.).
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3. Zoom the images so that the myocardium wall is shown clearly. To this end enable the zoom
button to the right of the image (3.). In the appearing boundary area use the zooming
functionality to enlarge the image. Then disable zooming mode again with the zoom button (3.)
4. Activate the button for markers definition (4.).
5. With the left mouse button, first click into the center of the LV, next to the point in the
myocardial wall where the RV ends, and continue clicking in clockwise direction along the
center of the myocardium (5.). Set the last marker close to the first. Note: It is very important to
exactly proceed in this manner.

6. Perform the same marker definition in the two other visible slices.
7. Use the Slice increment button (6.) to show the following three slice images and define the
markers in the same way. Continue until all slices are processed.
8. In order to verify the markers location on different acquisitions use the Frame slider to shift
times.
9. If there is a need to avoid markers generation activate the Neutral mode button (8.) In order to
continue marker placement just activate the markers button (4.) again.
10. After all markers have been set it is highly recommended saving them in a definition file (9.)
At this time the resulting definition can be visualized as follows. First enable the pushpin on the
markers panel so that the markers are always shown, even when the panel is hidden.
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Then switch the layout such that it shows more slices.

The next step consists of configuring and applying the actual segmentation.

3.2.4.2

Points Segmentation
The Points segmentation offers the following configurations.

The Shape configuration is particular. It has two selections, Circle and Rectangle with a Size in
pixel. A ROI corresponding to the shape definition will be created and centered at each marker
location.
To perform the segmentation and create all the ROIs please activate the Points button.

3.2.4.3

Line Segmentation
The Line segmentation connects all markers by lines and includes pixels along the lines into the
ROIs. It offers the standard configurations.

To perform the segmentation and create all the ROIs please activate the Line button.

3.2.4.4

Ellipse Segmentation
The Ellipse segmentation fits an ellipse through the markers and includes pixels along the ellipse
into the ROIs. It offers the following configuration:
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To perform the segmentation and create all the ROIs please activate the Ellipse button.

3.2.5

Segments Inspection
All of the segmentation methods result in VOI definitions, indicated by the green bullet (a red bullet
indicates empty segmentation).

To inspect and potentially correct the segments please activate the green button. A VOI editor
opens in a new window, as illustrated below.

Each segment which will result in a time-contrast curve is represented as an entry in the VOI list.
The naming convention is as follows:
§

M indicates a myocardial curve, LV corresponds to the contrast curve in the ventricle center
which will be used as the input curve for modeling.

§

The first number corresponds to the slice number in the data set.

§

The second number corresponds to the sector number. Numbering is clockwise, starting after
the RV edge.

§

The third number corresponds to the transmural sector. Numbering is from the inner to the
outer.

Please refer to the PMOD Base Functionality Guide to learn about methods how to edit VOIs.
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3.3

Contrast Curve Calculation
Once the segmentation has been performed, the VOIs are ready to be applied to the dynamic
CMR series.

The average MR signal in each segment is calculated. If the Linearity correction is enabled in the
segmentation definition, the signal curves will be corrected so that the relation between the
concentration of contrast agent and signal intensity becomes linear. If Linearity correction is not
enabled, it is inherently assumed that due to the low concentration of the agent the relation is
already linear.
Note: As of now the linearity-correction is not recommended because of lacking stability. As
simplified alternative, baseline subtraction should be applied.
The process is started by activating the red TACs button in the lower right corner, and the resulting
TACs will be shown on the next page MODELING.

3.3.1

Linearity Correction
Note that if Linearity corr is enabled there are two choices:

During the TAC calculation, a corresponding dialog window will open .
T1 Images
With the first T1 images choice an image selection window opens. The user has to select the T1
scan which corresponds to the perfusion data set being analyzed, eg. T1 STRESS. PCARDM will
load the images, interpolate them to the geometry of the perfusion scan and then show them in a
window as illustrated below. A mask of the myocardium and the LV derived from the segmentation
are shown in the overlay. It is the task of the user to shift the mask by dragging the handle such
that it fits to the anatomy as illustrated below.
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The program reads sequence parameters from the T1 scan file and uses them for fitting an
average T1 time for the left ventricle (LV T1) and the myocardium (MYO T1) from the recovery of
the magnetization. These values are shown in the fit results section. LV T1 will be used for
correcting the LV TAC, and MYO T1 for correcting all segmental TACs.
No T1 Images
If no T1 images are available the relevant information can be manually entered into a dialog
window.

Correction Procedure
In principle the relaxivity R1 is first calculated [4]:
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R1 is then applied for the conversion from MR signal to contrast agent concentration by [4]:

3.4

Perfusion Calculation
After a segmentation scheme has been applied and the time-contrast curves calculated, they are
shown in the lower left on the MODELING page.

The LV curve represents the concentration of contrast agent in the center of the LV cavity. It
should rise earlier than the segmental curves as the contrast arrives first in the ventricle, before
being transported to the myocardium via the coronary artery system.
Baseline Correction
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The concentration of contrast agent should be zero before arrival of the contrast bolus. The MR
signal, however is not zero. Assuming that the relation between contrast concentration and MR
signal is similar in blood and myocardium, the baseline signal of each curve can be subtracted to
arrive at an approximate contrast curve.
Baseline correction can be enabled with the Baseline corr box. Correspondingly, a blue shaded
area is shown in the curve area. It should be adjusted such that it covers a sufficient window before
the signal rise. There are 4 choices for the curve correction:

With Average (recommended), the signal average in the background window will be calculated for
each curve, and then subtracted. The Minimum setting works similarly with the minimal value in
the baseline window.
The Norm (Ref) and Norm (TACs) choices normalize the curves in a different way. They are
aimed at correcting regional coil sensitivity differences [5]. With Norm(Ref) a calibration factor is
calculated from the relative baselines of the TAC and the LV. With Norm (TACs) the calibration
factor is calculated from the TAC baseline and the average of all TAC baselines.
Signal Filter
In order to filter noisy signals a Median filter can be enabled. It allows filter widths of 5, 7 and 9
samples which are applied along the time. An advantage of using the median is that it does not
affect the upslope shape.
Data Cropping
A data window can be placed to crop the signal in the time domain as illustrated above. Default is
to use the whole signal. Please drag the handles to reduce the window, for instance to remove
most of the baseline signal, and to cut a tail affected by recirculation.
Starting the quantification
The curves which will be used for quantification can be visualized by enabling the Corrected radio
button in the TACs area. For the quantification it is important that the LV curve starts from a value
close to zero and the upslope part is not truncated.

The red action button in the lower right starts the quantification. It has three settings which
correspond to the quantification model which is applied to the curves. Recommended is the FERMI
model.
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Note the check box next to the action button. If it is enabled, the program module applied for the
quantification will open with loaded data, and the user can perform the curve modeling
interactively. The advantage is that the outcome can be easily inspected, and any failures most
probably fixed as described in the next section.
Otherwise, the quantification is performed in the background and the resulting perfusion values
returned for the results display. Quantification failures in the segments are indicated by returning
NaN values.

3.4.1

Interactive Model Fitting
When interactive modeling is enabled, a dialog window of PMOD's PKIN modeling tool appears
with the prepared contrast concentration curves loaded.

The upper left curve window shows the signal curve as green squares and the current model curve
as connected blue dots. The LV curve is initially hidden. It can be shown by enabling the Plasma
input curve model box.
The Model selection is set according to the action button for starting the tool, but can be switched
if needed. The MR Perfusion (Fermi Deconv) model has four parameters for fitting the shape of
the signal, and the result parameter Flow which is derived from them.
Please use the Fit all regions button to adjust the model to each segmental curve. There might be
a message indicating that for some TACs the fit failed.
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The first thing to try is to activate Fit all regions again. This time fitting will start from changed
initial parameter values and there is a chance that the indicated problem disappears.
Trouble-Shooting
Switch to the problematic TAC by selecting the corresponding entry in the Region list, in the
example below M_9_2_1.

It is apparent that the model is too high. So reduce the Amplitude parameter to a smaller value,
e.g. 0.05. Then try fitting with the Fit current region button. If it works, the problem is solved. This
is the case in the example where a Flow value of 0.874 ml/min/g resulted.
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If the fit worked, the next problematic TAC can be addressed in a similar manner. If not, try to
change the parameters such that the model shape comes even more close to the measurement,
and try again.
Another alternative is to switch the Region to a neighboring TAC which was successfully fitted.
Then propagate the successful model parameters as initial parameters to all TACs with the Model
& Par button in the Copy to All Regions area. Finally activate Fit all regions again. This
approach may fix all problems at once.
Parameters Summary
A convenient summary of the resulting parameters can be obtained with the View Par button in the
Tools are. It shows a dialog window with all parameters for all segments, as illustrated below.

The minimal and maximal values per row are easy to find because they are highlighted in green
and red. Please refer to the Kinetic Modeling Tool (PKIN) Guide to learn more about the features of
the quantification module.
Returning the Quantification Results
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Once the model has successfully been fitted for all TACs, use the Ok button to close the
quantification module and return the flow values to the PCARDM tool.

3.5

Analysis of the Rest Scan
When the analysis of the stress scan has been completed, the results are listed in the table to the
lower right, and visualized in a polar plot to the lower left (subject to segmentation method).

Please use the arrow button indicated above to proceed to the analysis of the rest scan, arriving at
the INPUT page of Rest (Perfusion).
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Please perform the same sequence of processing steps which were explained above for the stress
scan:
§

data loading

§

heart segment definition

§

calculation of the contrast concentration curves

§

10

(with B1 inhomogeneity correction),

perfusion quantification

13 ,
24

, and

26 .

Note that on the pages in Rest (Perfusion) there is a shortcut to conveniently copy the definitions
from the corresponding page of Stress (Perfusion) as indicated in the illustration above.

3.6

Qualitative Scoring of the Heart Segments
The current standard of CMR image analysis is the visual scoring of defects in cardiac segments.
This task is also supported by PCARDM on the Scores (Qualitative) page.
Note: The Scores (Qualitative) page becomes only active after the cardiac segmentation has
been performed and the TACs were calculated.

Scoring Systems
The task of qualitative scoring consists of manually assigning to each segment an index
corresponding to a certain scoring system. In PCARDM three scoring systems are supported:

They include the following scores:
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Transmural
defect

perfusion Percentage of transmural perfusion defect

Yes/No defect

Binary decision of defect in segment:

Defect probability

Likelihood of defect presence:

Score Assignment
Please proceed as follows for the assignment of scores to the segments:
1. Run the acquisition sequence as a movie to see the dynamics of contrast enhancement.
2. Select a segment in the STRESS or REST list.
3. The corresponding sector is highlighted as an overlay to the images. There are three ways of
visualizing the sectors via the VOIs radio button setting: as outline contours (Contour), as filled
areas (Area), or as a star-like set of lines dividing the myocardium (Border). The selected
sector appears emphasized.
4. Observe whether the dynamics of contrast enhancement in the sector indicates a perfusion
defect.
5. Select the corresponding score value from the score list. The area in the polar plot
corresponding to the segment is colored accordingly.
6. Repeat the process for the next segment which can directly be selected in the list, or by
incrementing the segment selection with the down arrow.
If only a few segments are defect, the easiest approach is to first set the normal score to all
segments as illustrated below, and then selectively score the defect segments.

Polar Score Plot
Given proper order of the loaded images, the polar plot is arranged such that the apical segments
are located in the center and the basal segments along the outer border. The polar plot, the list and
the images with the sectors are synchronized. When clicking into the polar plot the corresponding
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entry in the list and the corresponding segment in the image are highlighted. Similarly, the list entry
or the image segment can be selected.

After all assignments of the stress and rest scan have been completed, it is recommended to save
the score configuration. The saving format is intended for restoring the assignments in the user
interface. Please use the results 35 table for exporting the numeric scores for an external
statistical analysis.

3.7

Protocol Saving/Retrieving
It is highly recommended saving the configuration of an analysis in a protocol file with the Save
Protocol button. The protocol will include all types of definitions such as the heart segments,
signal corrections, the applied models and the assigned scores.
Once a protocol has been saved, processing can be repeated by retrieving the protocol with the
Load Protocol button. A dialog window will be shown

which allows changing the data paths. The Run Modeling box determines, whether the data
should just be prepared or also fully quantified.
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Results and Documentation
The analysis results are available from the lateral task bar

Results Summary
The

button opens a window which assembles all the results:

The numeric results are available on the Results table page. For each cardiac segment the
results are listed in a row:
§

stress flow S (Flow) and the rest flow R (Flow) in ml/min/g

§

cardiac perfusion reserve measured by the ratio of stress/rest flow S/R (Flow) and their
difference S-R (Flow)

§

the assigned score codes at stress S (Score) and rest R (Score) as well as their difference SR (Score)

The values can be copied to the Clipboard for pasting into a different program like MS Excel,
Printed, Saved into a text file, or Appended to a previously saved result. A saved
The Polar plots page visualizes the results as polar plots.
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The Gradientogram visualizes the change of the perfusion across the myocardial wall. It is
calculated as the difference between the inner- and outermost segment. Naturally it is only
available if the segmentation distinguishes between several transmural segments. In this case the
following arrangement is shown:

A plot is shown for each quantified slice. The illustration above shows the GRADIENT plots of 9
slices. Each plot shows the values around 360° along the y-axis, and along the dynamic
acquisitions along the x-axis. Note that the gradientograms of the Stress and Rest studies are
fused. Their relative emphasis can be changed with the fusion slider.
Results Viewer
Saved results can be viewed with the View Results button. It opens a dialog viewer, showing the
selected result to the left. With the Load button in the upper right, an additional result can be
opened so that they can be compared side by side as illustrated below.
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Results Aggregation
Results aggregation can be used for assembling the PCARDM results saved with the Save button.
For instance, the results when applying different quantification models or heart segmentation
schemes can be assembled for statistical analysis.
button. It opens a window which allows selecting previously
Aggregation is started with the
saved results. In the example below the results of two segmentations are compared. Note that the
number of segments resulting from both methods must be the same.

On the Select panel select the results to be aggregated, then go to the Create tab.
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There the common segments of the selected results are shown in the left area, and the common
result parameters in the right area. Select the segments to be considered, and the parameters to
be listed, and then use Save to file for saving the aggregate. The example outcome is illustrated
below when opened in MS Excel.

The results of aggregation can be inspected with the
button. Please refer to the PMOD Base
Functionality Guide for learning about the statistics with are possible with aggregations.
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MR Perfusion Models

5.1

Fermi Function
This model was implemented according to Jerosch-Herold et al. [1]. It includes four fit parameters
as illustrated below. They include the 3 shape parameters Amplitude, Shoulder width and Decay
rate, and the Flow estimate which is obtained from the impulse response function at time t=0.

5.2

Model-independent Deconvolution
The MR model-independent method is highly complex. It includes the modeling of the impulse
response function by B-splines and applies Tikhonov-style regularization. For details please refer
to Jerosch-Herold et al. [2].
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5.3

Basis of Gamma-variate Functions
The MR Perfusion (Gamma BFM) model describes the impulse response function as a weighted
sum of three gamma variates. The weights and the Blood delay are the fit parameters of the
model. The Flow estimate is obtained as the peak value of the impulse response function. For
details please refer to Goldstein et al. [3].
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PMOD Disclaimer
PMOD is a software
FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY (RUO)
and must not be used for diagnosis or treatment of patients.
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PMOD Copyright Notice
Copyright © 1996-2020 PMOD Technologies LLC.
All rights reserved.
The PMOD software contains proprietary information of PMOD Technologies LLC; it is provided
under a license agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure and is also protected by
copyright law. Reverse engineering of the software is prohibited.
Due to continued product development the program may change and no longer exactly correspond
to this document. The information and intellectual property contained herein is confidential between
PMOD Technologies LLC and the client and remains the exclusive property of PMOD
Technologies LLC. If you find any problems in the document, please report them to us in writing.
PMOD Technologies LLC does not warrant that this document is error-free.
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any
form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise without the
prior written permission of PMOD Technologies LLC.
PMOD Technologies LLC
Sumatrastrasse 25
8006 Zürich
Switzerland
+41 (44) 350 46 00
support@pmod.com
http://www.pmod.com
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